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Abstract 
 

Post irradiation annealing (PIA) clarified the induced versus enhanced controversy regarding nanoscale 

Mn-Ni-Si precipitate (MNSP) formation in pressure vessel steels. Radiation induced MNSPs would 

dissolve under high temperature PIA, while radiation enhanced precipitates would be stable above a critical 

radius (rc). A Cu-free, high Ni steel was irradiated with 2.8MeV Fe2+ ions at two temperatures to generate 

MNSPs with average radii (�̅�) above and below an estimated rc for PIA at 425°C up to 52 weeks. Atom 

probe tomography and energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy showed MNSPs with r< rc dissolved, while 

those with r>rc slightly coarsened, consistent with thermodynamic predictions.   
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 Life extension of light water reactors (LWRs) is important to sustaining nuclear power as the largest 

contributor to C-free electricity [1]. One of the main life-limiting components of LWRs is the massive 

reactor pressure vessel (RPV), which becomes increasingly embrittled by exposure to neutrons emanating 

from the reactor core [2,3]. Accurately predicting RPV embrittlement is required to ensure large safety 

margins against vessel fracture. Unfortunately, current regulatory models underpredict embrittlement at 

high, extended-life neutron fluence in accelerated higher flux test reactor experiments. Thus, a major focus 

of this research is to develop high fluence, low flux embrittlement models. 

 The underprediction of embrittlement at high fluence is primarily attributed to the delayed 

formation of large volume fractions (f) of Mn-Ni-Si precipitates (MNSPs), which are not accounted for in 

current regulatory models [4–8]. The existence of MNSPs has been demonstrated in both surveillance and 

test reactor irradiations [4,9–22], but their detailed character and formation mechanisms is one of the most 

highly debated issues in the field of radiation effects [4,14,23–26]. The central question relates to the driving 

force for MNSP formation. Thermodynamic models predict that: a) MNSPs are nm-scale variants of 

equilibrium G and 2 phases in typical low alloy Mn (0.8 to 1.6 at.%), Ni (0.2 to 1.6 at.%) and Si (0.3 to 

1.2 at.%) bearing RPV steels; and, b) MNSP formation is accelerated at low service temperatures, around 

290°C, by the excess defect concentrations under irradiation, and corresponding radiation enhanced 

diffusion (RED) rates [4,14,26–28]. Others propose that MNSPs are not thermodynamic phases, but rather 

are formed, grown and sustained by radiation induced solute segregation (RIS) to defect sinks [23–25,29], 

such as dislocation loops, vacancy clusters [23,24,30] and network dislocations [25,31]. Clarifying MNSP 

formation mechanisms is important, not only for developing advanced models to predict embrittlement over 

extended RPV operation, but also for guiding development of new irradiation tolerant alloys.  

 Post irradiation annealing (PIA) can provide significant insight into the nature of MNSPs. For 

example, solute clusters that form by a RIS mechanism would dissolve during PIA, while enhanced 

thermodynamic phases should be stable, or even grow and ultimately coarsen. However, two issues 

complicate this simple picture: 

1.   Thermal dissolution, or growth and coarsening, kinetics are very slow at the low irradiation 

temperatures around 290°C. Thus PIA studies must be conducted for long times (ta), at much higher 

temperatures (Ta), which obviously affects the thermodynamics. 

2.   The Gibbs-Thomson effect is very important at small nm-scale precipitate sizes. Precipitates below 

a critical radius (rc) at high PIA temperature will dissolve in a solute depleted matrix, even if they 

are a thermally stable bulk phase. 

In a recent ,425°C PIA study up to 57 weeks, of a nearly fully phase separated highly 320°C neutron 
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irradiated, Cu free, 1.6 at.% Ni RPV steel, atom probe tomography (APT) showed that most MNSPs 

dissolved, although a very low density of larger MNSPs with r > 2.2 nm, remained and appeared to coarsen 

at long times [16]. While, the APT MNSP statistics were limited, scanning transmission electron 

microscopy-energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (STEM-EDS) characterization confirmed the stability of 

the larger MNSPs. These results are consistent with cluster dynamics and kinetic lattice Monte Carlo 

models [16,32], which predict a large reduction in precipitate number density (N) at small r < rc at the high 

PIA temperature of 425°C, in a solute depleted matrix. Thus to further explore the thermal stability of 

MNSPs, we designed and carried out a special heavy ion irradiation experiment for the same Cu free high 

Ni steel.  

 Ion irradiations can produce precipitates in RPV steels that are essentially the same as those formed 

under neutron irradiation, albeit they require a higher damage doses expressed in terms of displacements 

per atom (dpa) [33–35]. However, ion irradiations are much more flexible, inexpensive, rapid and are absent 

any specimen radioactivity. Here, we used two separate 2.8MeV self Fe2+-ion irradiation sequences to create 

populations of precipitates that targeted average radii (�̅�) that were both above and below the estimated rc, 

again in the Cu-free 1.6 wt.% Ni steel cited above. One low-high (LH) ion irradiation was split into two 

temperature increments of 2.5 dpa each: 2.5 dpa at 330°C to nucleate a high N of MNSPs, followed by an 

increment at 2.5 dpa at 400°C to grow them to a volume fraction f, close to full phase separation, but with 

�̅� < rc. A second high temperature (HH) irradiation to 2.5 dpa at 400°C was aimed at producing a lower N 

of MNSPs with approximately the same f and larger �̅� > rc. For thermally stable MNSPs, those larger than 

rc should remain and even grow and ultimately coarsen; while those that are smaller than rc should fully 

dissolve. The growth of the larger MNSPs is due to re-precipitation of solutes that initially dissolved during 

PIA. Note the actual rc varies with ta, since the dissolved solute concentrations change with dissolution and 

re-precipitation [16]. 

 APT maps demonstrate that the LH and HH irradiations were successful in generating a wide range 

of MNSP sizes, with �̅� of 1.74 nm (LH) and 2.67 (HH), respectively. These as-irradiated (AI) alloys were 

then annealed at 425°C for up to 52 weeks. The main goal was to distinguish between RIS or RED formation 

mechanisms, associated with the MNSP thermal stability, or lack thereof, in comparison to thermodynamic 

predictions of rc.  

Note, even if it is shown that the MNSPs are stable, and the driving force for forming MNSPs is 

largely thermodynamic, RIS may affect the precipitate compositions somewhat [11]. Indeed, it is important 

to emphasize that RIS and RED work in tandem, and both can and do play a role in MNSP evolution in 

RPV and other steels. Most notably, MNSPs in low Cu steels are often associated with solute segregation 

to dislocations (loops and network); for example, see [4]. These associations are partly due to RIS, but are 
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also partly thermodynamic in origin [25]. That is, both RIS and dislocation-modified thermodynamics result 

in locally enriched microalloy compositions, where MNSP formation rates are much higher than in the 

matrix. This can be described as dislocations resulting in significant alterations of the local thermodynamics 

and effective phase boundaries [25]. However, this topic is beyond the scope of this short paper1. Additional 

general background on embrittlement can be found in, for example [4,36,37]. 

The nominal composition of the essentially Cu-free high Ni split-melt bainitic RPV steel studied 

here, designated as CM6, is 0.02 Cu, 1.57 Ni, 1.5 Mn, 0.31 Mo, 0.012 P, 0.68 C, 0.33 Si, bal. Fe in units of 

at.%. The standard heat treatment is given in the supplemental information (SI). The resulting small heat, 

split-melt alloy microstructure and properties are fully representative of actual RPV steels. Small 1.5x0.5 

mm disc specimens were irradiated with 2.8 MeV Fe2+ ions in the High Fluence Irradiation Facility (HIT), 

at the University of Tokyo facility in Japan at ≈ 330°C and 400°C (LH) and 400°C (HH) conditions. The 

average dpa rate was ≈ 1.5x10-4 dpa/s, yielding a dose of 5.0 and 2.5 dpa, respectively, at a depth of 500 

nm. SRIM 2008 was used to calculate the dpa as a function of depth as shown in the SI Figure S1. The dpa 

were based on the Kinchin-Pease model, with a displacement energy of 40 eV, as recommended in ASTM 

E521-96 (2009) [38,39]. Other information on the irradiation is included in the SI. The PIA treatments were 

in vacuum at 425⁰C for 22 and 52 weeks.  

The previous PIA study of neutron irradiated CM6 showed that MNSPs below rc ≈ 2.2 nm re-

dissolved in much shorter times at 425°C, assuring that the 52 week PIA results will not be affected by 

kinetics [16]. Standard FIB liftouts (see SI) were extracted and fabricated into APT tips and TEM foils at a 

depth of ≈ 400-600 nm from the surface, where the damage profile is relatively flat.  APT and STEM-EDS 

was used to characterize the MNSPs. Details of the standard STEM-EDS methods are given in the SI. The 

APT method is more generally described elsewhere [40–42]. Note, the matrix Fe atoms nominally in the 

precipitates is likely an artifact, and are not included in the MNSPs [20,43–46].   

While the APT technique offers very high spatial resolution and detailed measurements of precipitate 

N(r), f and composition, only a very small sampling volume is probed. This is an issue at longer ta, when 

precipitate populations may be low and vary from tip to tip, due to differences in the local compositions. 

Thus to complement the APT, STEM-EDS was performed using the FEI TALOS F200X S/TEM in the 

Low Activation Materials Development and Analysis Laboratory at ORNL, to characterize N(r), and �̅� in 

much larger volumes. Clearly the two techniques are highly complementary and, as shown below, paint a 

                                                      
1 Thermal solute segregation to dislocations, in some cases leading to the formation of precipitates, have been recently described 

in a growing “linear complexions” literature, which we will not attempt to cite here. Along with RIS, thermal segregation is under 

investigation in our work. However, while it is an exciting direction of research, this topic is beyond the scope of this short Scripta 

Materialia paper, which focuses on the thermal stability of MNSPs.   
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clear and self-consistent picture of the thermal stability of the MNSPs as a function of their AI N(r) and �̅�. 

Tables 1 and 2 summarize the APT and STEM-EDS data, respectively. 

Table 1. An APT precipitate summary for the high low Cu, high Ni steel (CM6) for the AI and 425°C 

annealed conditions.  

 
 Average ta, �̅�, N and fa 

Average Matrix 

Composition (at.%) 

Average Precipitate Composition 

(at.%) 

Artifact 

Feb 

106 

atoms 

 ta �̅� N f Ni Mn Si Ni Mn Si   

330/400 0 1.74±0.17 9.50±0.53 1.97±0.23 0.28 0.74 0.04 57.8 28.4 13.8 57.0 40.8 

330/400 22 2.40 0.40 0.20 1.31 1.25 0.30 51.0 33.4 15.6 47.6 13.0 

330/400 52 N/A N/A N/A    - - -  - 

400 0 2.61±0.03 3.00±1.06 1.88±0.62 0.65 1.48 0.06 64.0 15.9 20.1 47.1 23.4 

400 22 2.30 1.95 0.88 1.16 1.39 0.30 53.4 33.2 13.4 49.4 7.5 

400 52 2.82±0.05 1.76±0.17 1.65±0.09 0.68 0.99 0.08 54.0 31.0 15.0 35.9 4.4 

*a) Units: ta (wks), �̅� (nm), N (1023 m-3), f (%). b) The nominal IVAS Fe found in all the MNSPs, that is 

thought to largely be an artifact. 

 

Table 2: An EDS precipitate summary for the low Cu, high, high Ni steel (CM6) for the AI and 425°C 

annealed conditions. 

 

 

 

 

*a) Units: ta (wks), �̅� (nm), N (1023 m-3).  

 Figure 1 summarizes the results of the APT measurements. Figures 1a and d show the MNSP N(r) 

for the various conditions. Figures 1b and e show corresponding examples of the APT reconstructions. 

Figures 1c and f plot N, �̅� and f as a function of ta. Figure 2 similarly summarizes the STEM-EDS data. In 

this case, the Ni MNSPs, which also contain Mn and Si, are shown in Figures 2b and e. The APT and 

STEM-EDS results are qualitatively similar. The major difference is that the EDS measurements do not 

observe smaller MNSPs, while they better quantify the N at larger r. Figure 2g shows the MNSP 

composition in the various conditions are similar, except in the case of the HH AI condition, which has 

higher and lower than average Ni and Mn contents, respectively. 

  Average EDS ta, �̅� and Na 

 ta �̅� N 

330/400 0 4.40±0.80 3.22±.50 

330/400 22 4.34±2.20 0.37±0.20 

330/400 52 7.12±0.22 0.02±0.01 

400 0 6.62±0.82 0.78±0.28 

400 52 7.86±1.21 0.51±0.14 
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These results show that essentially all of the smaller MNSPs, in the LH AI condition, dissolve by 22 

weeks. Note that, in this case, the somewhat lower Ni content in in the LH APT tips also enhanced 

dissolution. More significantly, however, the initially larger MNSPs in the HH AI condition undergo 

relatively little change for PIA at 425°C for ta up to 52 weeks. More specifically, Figure 1f shows that the 

HH N systematically decreases up to 52 weeks, while �̅� first decreases slightly, and then increases, 

indicating a small amount of MNSP regrowth and coarsening. The corresponding f also first decreases and 

then increases to values similar to that in the AI condition. The complementary HH STEM-EDS data in 

Figure 2 also show slight MNSP coarsening at 52 weeks. Note, not surprisingly, the r values measured by 

STEM-EDS are systematically larger and N lower than observed in the APT studies.  The �̅�, N and f trends 

are expected and are well-predicted by a cluster dynamics and KLMC annealing models [16,32]. In the 

initially AI solute depleted matrix, the critical radius (rc) is very large at 425°C. But as the MNSPs dissolve, 

and solutes reenter the matrix, rc decreases. MNSPs with r that are greater than rc then grow. A simple 

analysis of rc is discussed next. 

The MNSP compositions are generally consistent with the 2 phase, with the exception of the AI HH 

condition, which is compositionally closer to the G phase. Note, the HH tips contained an larger Ni and 

lower Mn than average, respectively. The 2 phase is formed by the reaction: 3Ni(s) + 2Mn(s) + 

1Si(s)Ni3Mn2Si (nominal), where subscript s denotes dissolved solutes. At equilibrium, 

{[XNi]3[XMn]2[XSi]}1/6 = (T), where Xi are the dissolved solutes mole fractions and K(T) is the temperature 

dependent reaction constant, incorporating the activity coefficients of the dissolved solutes and the 

formation free energy of the 2 phase. Ke used CALPHAD to determine K(T), which is ≈ 0.008 at 425°C 

[22]. The solute supersaturation is S = [Xni]3[Xmn]2[Xsi]}1/6/K(425°C) and the corresponding free 

precipitation energy change is Gv=-[RT/Vm]ln[S], where R is the gas constant and Vm is the Fe molar 

volume. The critical radius is rc=-2pm/Gv, where the interface energy is pm = 0.175 J/m2. The 

corresponding HH rc for the matrix compositions in Table 2 are 2.07 nm (22 weeks) and 2.53 nm (52 

weeks). For the G phase, nominally Ni16Mn6Si7, rc=2.5nm (22 weeks) and 3.49 nm (52 weeks).  

These rc estimates are very consistent with the observed HH MNSP stability. Figure 3a shows the 

calculated Ni phase boundary solvus line (XNis) as a function of temperature for stoichiometric G and 2 

phases [47]. Notably the XNis is ≈ 3.5 times lower at 290°C versus 425°C. The filled circles are the measured 

matrix XNim in the AI (400°C) and HH 52-week PIA (425°C) conditions, which are consistent with the 

computed XNis. However, the Gibbs Thomson effect, XNis = XNimexp(-2pmVm/rRT), would suggest that the 

actual equilibrium XNis is lower, as shown as the blue squares. The adjusted XNis agreement with the 

predicted solvus is not as good, but it is still reasonable. Figure 3b shows a semitransparent EDS map of 
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the MNSPs (Ni-red) overlaying a dark field TEM micrograph of the dislocation structure in the LH 52 week 

condition. The arrows show that most of the MNSPs are associated with dislocations, consistent with 

previous observations of 425°C PIA after a high dpa neutron irradiation [16]. 

Figure 1. a) and d) APT N(r) for the LH and HH conditions, respectively; b) and e) examples of APT 

reconstruction for the LH and HH conditions, respectively; and, c) and f) N, �̅� and f for the LH and HH 

conditions, respectively. 
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 Figure 2. a) and d) STEM-EDS N(r) for the LH and HH conditions, respectively; b) and e) STEM-EDS 

micrographs of Ni in the Mn-Ni-Si precipitates for the LH and HH conditions, respectively; and, c) and f) 

and f) N, �̅� and f for the LH and HH conditions, respectively; and g) bar graphs comparing the Ni, Mn, 

and Si precipitate compositions for various conditions. 

In summary, ion irradiations and long term annealing at 425⁰C successfully probed the thermal stability 

of MNSPs larger (irradiated at 400°C) and smaller (irradiated at 330°C and 400°C) than rc. Analysis of the 

data generated by these complementary techniques leads to the following conclusions:  
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 MNSPs that are both larger and smaller than rc were generated in high Ni (~1.6 at.%) RPV steel 

CM6 by varying the ion irradiation temperature sequence. 

 The smaller precipitates in LH condition, with r < rc, largely dissolve after annealing at 425°C for 

long times. 

 The larger precipitates in the HH condition, with r > rc, are stable. 

 Thus it must be concluded that the MNSPs are thermodynamically stable, and are likely the 2 

phase in most cases.  

 The MNSPs would be even more thermodynamically stable at much lower neutron irradiation RPV 

service temperatures around 290°C 

 The MNSPs in the HH 52 week condition are largely associated with network dislocations. 

 

Figure 3. a) Calculated Ni Phase boundary solvus lines (XNis) as a function of temperature for G and Γ2 

phases along with the measured matrix Ni compositions, XNim (filled red circles), in the HH AI and 52 week 

PIA conditions, as well as the Gibbs Thompson adjusted XNis (blue filled squares) based on the matrix XNim; 

and, b) dark field micrograph of the dislocations overlaid with a partially transparent image of the Ni EDS 

signal (red spots) for the associated MNSPs LH 52 week PIA condition.  
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Supplemental Information  

Materials and Irradiations 

The steel heat treatment was: temper at 660°C for 4 h, air cool, then stress relieved at 607°C 

for 24 h followed by a slow cool at 8°C/h to 300°C, then air cool to room temperature. The resulting 

disc specimens were irradiated in HIT, at the University of Tokyo facility in Japan, by a rastered 

ion beam. Temperature control was provided by infrared heating of the back of specimen stage, 

and a thermal imaging camera monitoring specimen surface temperature, which was first 

calibrated with K-type welded thermocouple measurements on dummy steel samples. 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure S1. a) A scanning electron microscope image showing the FIB liftout from a charged 

particle irradiated steel that is subsequently sectioned and mounted onto the micro-tip posts; and, 

b) annular milling produces a FIB sharpened APT specimen with the SRIM calculated damage as 

a function of depth overlaid. 

Atom Probe Tomography (APT) and Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) 

APT was performed in voltage mode with a tip temperature of 50K, a pulse fraction of 

20%, a target evaporation rate of 0.50%/pulse, and a pulse repetition rate of 200 kHz.  IVAS 

software was used to characterize the clusters, with order K = 5, dmax = 0.5-0.6 nm, Nmin = 20-30 

and maximum separation envelope of additional elements (L) = erosion distance of matrix 

elements (der) <= dmax.The number of solute atoms, corrected for 37% detection efficiency, 

determined the spherical volume of a MNSP, assuming they have the same atomic volume as Fe. 

The precipitate r was then taken as the radius of the spherical cluster. The precipitate number 

Surface 
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density (N) was calculated by dividing total identified clusters by the total APT tip volume. 

Clusters that intersect the tip surface were counted as half of a precipitate. The volume fraction of 

precipitates (f) was determined by dividing the number of solute atoms in all clusters by total 

number of atoms of a dataset. The STEM-EDS provided high-resolution chemical maps over much 

larger volume than can be sampled with APT. EDS mapping was performed using a probe size of 

~1 nm and current of 1.0 nA, respectively. Analysis of the data was performed using the Bruker-

Esprit software. 

 




